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3 opportunities for P2L in OA Sustainability
• Discovery: Open Access books & journals can’t be found/identified
easily in library catalogs. Pressure applied on vendors from both ends
of the supply chain will help.
• Impact and Engagement: Information about OA book use is difficult
to gather. We need to collaborate to reduce these barriers so we can
tell the story of the OA advantage to funders, authors, stakeholders.
• Funding: To efficiently pay BPCs libraries may need some centralized
administrative services. But we need a governance structure that
understands university press publishing, e.g., why a “reasonable” BPC
for a UP book may be higher than a commercial one.

Discovery

. . . and what about new forms of enhanced ebook or new form digital projects?

Impact and Engagement
“Our system cannot technologically accept a zero
value book. And it can’t send usage stats.”
?
Chapter views and
downloads

“Open Access Ebook Usage: Toward a Common Framework”
https://bisg.org/news/403482/Understanding-OA-EbookUsage-Toward-a-Common-Framework.htm

Whole book
downloads

Funding
BPC payment institution-by-institution won’t scale. The suitors are gathering to
offer more efficiency. We should support a mechanism that shares our values.
What is “reasonable” for a BPC? Are
books like journals or different?

How do we streamline transactions?
But keep our values intact?

University of Michigan Press
• Acquisitions editor target = 25
• Full manuscript review
• Trusted “stable” of disciplinary copyeditors
• Choice of title-by-title purchasing models
• Cost per monograph ca. $27k

• Copyright Clearance Center

Palgrave Macmillan
• Acquisitions editor target = 65
• Proposal review
• Copyediting outsourced to vendor services
• Big deal content packages the main option for libraries
• Cost per monograph ca. $17k

• Knowledge Unlatched
• The Global Sustainability Coalition for Open
Science Services (SCOSS)
• Open Access Publishing Cooperative (PKP)
• LYRASIS

Over to you . . .
• Do any of these ideas resonate?
• Do you see other benefits to you beyond OA?
• Do you have other opportunities to suggest?
• Are there actions the group could take to move top ideas forward?
• More plausibly, what actions could you personally take to nudge the
top ideas forward? (e.g., nudge ProQuest / EBSCO)

